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TURCK Introduces powerfast for Process Automation
TURCK’s modular powerfast cordsets and accessories enable flexible design and easy modification
in process automation applications
PLYMOUTH, Minn. (Aug. 5, 2014) – TURCK expands its
powerfast line of connectivity products to include a full
line of solutions for process automation applications.
Designed to replace expensive, time-consuming
hardwiring methods, powerfast for process automation
provides a robust and reliable modular wiring solution.
A full line of cordsets, receptacles, reducers, reducer
tees and power lokfast devices provides users with the
ability to configure a complete power distribution
system.
TURCK’s powerfast for process automation connectivity products are UL approved and available in ASize (7/8”) and D-Size (1-3/8”) connectors, and are rated for up to 30 amps of power for a wide range of
operation. Additionally, TURCK process automation powerfast products carry FM approval for use in
class I division 2 hazardous locations. Offering easy installation and customization, the powerfast system
delivers flexible design capabilities, quick modifications and expandable options.
“We created the process powerfast line in response to customer requests that were looking for a
modular power solution for their process applications,” explained Jay Bartsias, senior product manager
for TURCK’s connectivity division. “Now, we can offer our process customers the same convenient
solution that was previously only available for factory automation applications.”
The A-size powerfast for process automation solution is IP67 rated and the D-size solution is IP67, 68,
and 69k rated. Both product lines are NEMA 1, 3, 4, and 6P rated with a temperature rating up to 90
degrees Celsius.
For more information regarding the FM approval certification or control drawings for these products,

please visit www.turck.us/support/Approvals_certifications.
To find out more about powerfast process automation solutions, please visit www.turck.us.

--About TURCK
TURCK is a pioneer in industrial automation technology, providing customers with a comprehensive line
of quality and advanced technology products in a fast, flexible and accurate manner. With more than
3,200 people working in 27 countries, TURCK has built global partnerships with customers based on
engineering expertise, flexibility and our willingness to take on engineering challenges that others won’t.
For more information, visit www.turck.us.

